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Cosmetics have become a major part of Fortnite: Battle Royale. In a third-person game like Fortnite, looks matter. Just like in real life, people want to stand out and show off their style. Unfortunately, this kind of creativity is not possible without skins. Skins are the foundation of Fortnite cosmetics. Sure, there’s pickaxes, gliders, emotes, and
backblings, but skins are the main outfit your in-game character wears. Skins can be quite pricey. A single Legendary skin can run upwards of £16/$20. Not everyone’s in a position where they can spend money on these optional cosmetics. But thankfully, there are ways to acquire skins without spending any money. There are tons of methods to earn
Fortnite skins entirely for free. Let’s go over all of the possible ways to obtain Fortnite skins without spending a single penny. Free Fortnite Skins - Seasonal Events Fortnite’s Seasonal Events are a great opportunity to acquire free cosmetics and skins. Fortnite typically holds a special event every holiday. Holidays such as Valentine’s Day, Easter,
Halloween, and Christmas all get their own limited-time events. These events usually offer the chance to complete unique challenges and the like in exchange for exclusive seasonal cosmetics. For example, during Winterfest 2019, players could enter the Winterfest Lodge. Here, they could open a new present every day for 14 days leading up to
Christmas. These presents included gliders, pickaxes, and of course, free skins. Participating players received the Wooly Warrior skin and the Lt. Evergreen skin completely for free. The gift of giving was in full swing during this generous holiday event. Keep an eye out for future Seasonal Events to get your hands on some more of these limited-time
free skins. Free Fortnite Skins -Twitch Prime Twitch Prime offers players a chance to claim free skins from time to time. Connecting an Amazon Prime account with Twitch and then linking it to your Epic Games account will allow you to claim all kinds of free cosmetics in a variety of different games, including Fortnite. Havoc, Sub Commander,
Trailblazer, and a bunch of additional cosmetics were all free rewards gifted to Fortnite players with a Twitch Prime account. Almost everyone uses Amazon these days. If you have Amazon Prime, make sure to connect it with your Twitch and Fortnite account to earn all of the accompanying free cosmetics. Free Fortnite Skins - Online Tournaments
Participating in online competitive Fortnite events is an awesome opportunity to win free skins. Fortnite hosts open tournaments daily that players can enter as a way to scratch their competitive itch and potentially win prizes. Rewards for these tournaments often include early access to new skins — for free. Venom, Daredevil, Black Widow, Ghost
Rider, Galaxy Scout, and much more were all available for free through participation in these special tournaments. Players that placed within a certain threshold in the standings received these skins for free as a reward. Sometimes you don't even need to be a very skilled player to win these free skins. For example, the #FreeFortnite Cup awarded
winners with the Tart Tycoon skin for free. This Cup wasn’t judged purely on eliminations or placement. Players earned points just by walking around the island and eating Apples. Finally, there’s been other events in the past where all players had to do to earn the free skin was to participate. Their final results were irrelevant. These Fortnite Cups are
a great opportunity to earn cosmetics for free — regardless of a players’ personal sweat level. Free Fortnite Skins - Contests Occasionally, Fortnite will hold open contests available to anyone in the community. The most famous of these contests was probably the #boogiedown Contest. Players were asked to record themselves dancing and submit the
video through Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram. Dances were judged based on the criteria of fun, originality, and creativity. The ultimate winner of the event would have their dance turned into an in-game emote. This is how the legendary Orange Justice emote made it into the game. However, there were additional rewards. The top 100 submissions
all received the Funk Ops and Sparkle Specialist skins for free. These contests are somewhat rare, but they offer yet another opportunity for players to obtain in-game cosmetics for free. Who knows, a simple dance video could earn you a couple of free skins. There’s no longer an excuse to be a no-skin. Fortnite offers a plethora of ways to earn skins
entirely for free. Fortnite awards free skins through Seasonal Events, Twitch Prime, online tournaments, and contests. Be on the lookout for future events and promotions — you may just walk away with a free skin. Images via Epic Games If you’re looking for free Fortnite skins then you already know what Fortnite is and don’t need me to tell you that
it is one of the most popular free online games with more tan 350 million registered users.Spending hours playing Fortnite is easy to do since the game is so fun After a while of playing though, you may grow a little tired of your character’s outfit and want to change it up.Sadly, skins/outfits on Fortnite are not free. If you don’t have much cash or
maybe you just don’t want to spend it on games, then you may want to know if there’s any way that you can get free Fortnite skins.Well, you’re in luck. Although not easy – I’ll be honest! – it is possible to get some free skins for the game.Now, this will require a little bit of effort on your part. Before you ask, “What about a free Fortnite skin
generator?” I’ll save you some hassle – don’t try them. They are scams. I’ll discuss why a little more later in the post.While there may not be a generator you can use, I do have a really simple step-by-step guide for you. Need Easy Extra $300+/Month for Free? Branded Surveys: Get $1 instantly just for joining for free. Plus get paid within 48 hours by
PayPal! Join Branded Surveys Daily Goodie Box: Want free stuff? DGB will send you a box of free goodies (Free Shipping - No Credit Card). Get your box now! InboxDollars: Paid over $57 Million to members to watch videos, take surveys, shop and more. Join InboxDollars Now and Get $5 Instantly! RewardFish: Earn FREE gift cards for things you
already do, shop, quizzes, surveys, etc. Join RewardFish KashKick: Get paid directly to your PayPal! KashKick pays you doing fun things online! Join KashKick Now! Swagbucks: Get paid to watch videos, shop online, take surveys and more. Join Swagbucks Now & Get a $5 Instantly! Okay, here’s my step-by-step guide to getting some outfits or skins
for your game without having to pay for them. Step One: Focus on V-Bucks Okay, so there’s nowhere giving away free skins, but what you can do is simple: Earn V-Bucks. As you likely know, unless you’re totally new to the game, Fortnite has its own in-game currency that’s called V-Bucks. It’s similar to Robux, the virtual currency of Roblox. And just
like there are ways to get free Robux, there are also ways to get V-Bucks for free. This virtual currency is used to purchase items in the game, and this includes, you guessed it, skins! Yes, V-Bucks can be used to purchase outfits on Fortnite. So V-bucks equals skins. The problem then starts again though – don’t I need to pay for V-Bucks? Well, in step
two, I have a solution for you. Step Two: Get free V-Bucks My solution is simple and it’s to earn some V-Bucks. Again, I’m not talking about V-Buck generators as those are scams also. No, I’m talking about getting your hands on free V-Bucks legitimately. There are lots of ways to do that. Here’s how: Option 1: Get them through Battle Royale Get
money for skins playing Battle Royale through the Free Pass and Battle Pass. Each season, players are given access to the Free Pass and the option to purchase the Battle Pass. Both passes allow you to earn V-Bucks as you progress through the levels of the Battle Pass. This isn’t the quickest way to earn, but if you are playing the game already, then it
is an easy way to get some free cash to spend on skins. Option 2: Try Idle Empire If you are a gamer who’s looking for freebies, then I would recommend that you try out a website called Idle Empire. For those who aren’t familiar with Idle Empire, it’s basically a rewards site designed for gamers. So, you can do tasks on there to earn free skins, games,
cryptocurrencies, and V-Bucks. With the site, you can earn rewards when you: Play games Complete offers Take surveys Complete offers walls Watch videos Refer friends You can then use your rewards to get free games, skins, in-game purchases and so on. For example, you can earn a free Minecraft account, free RuneScape account and even Free
Steam Wallet codes and of course Fortnite skins. Option 3: Login to earn in Save the World Save the World allows you to earn V-Bucks simply by logging in. For each day that you log in, you’ll get rewards, and sometimes, you’ll earn a small number of V-Bucks, which can really add up over time. This isn’t the quickest way to make money for skins, but
it is easy and definitely worth doing. Option 4: Try GrabPoints Another option is to try a website called GrabPoints. It’s a rewards website that give you free V-Bucks codes when you: Watch videos Download apps Complete offers Take surveys Refer friends It’s not just V-Bucks on offer either. GrabPoints also offers PayPal payments. This means that, if
you want to, you can redeem your rewards to your PayPal account and then use that cash to get free skins in Fortnite. There are also lots of gift cards and codes available for places like: Xbox store PlayStation store Google Play Fortnite Nintendo eShop Microsoft store These rewards are ideal for anyone who loves to play games. And, there are Visa
gift cards available that you can use to fund your Fortnite balance. Overall, GrabPoints offers a lot of options for anyone who wants free cash to spend in-game! Option 5: Get them through quests and challenges in Save the World Did you know that you could actually get some free skins just by completing quests and challenges in Save the World?
Well, you can! If you have the Save the World version of the game, then you can earn by completing quests like some daily quests, and Storm Shield Defense Missions. Some challenges also reward you with V-Bucks for completing them. Challenges and quests actually display their rewards so you can see whether free V-Bucks are on offer. Go to the
“Quests” tab in the game to see which rewards are available. Step Three: Get your free Fortnite skins Now, you have V-Bucks in hand that you didn’t have to buy – that’s awesome, right? Use your free V-Bucks to purchase all of the in-game outfits that you want. If you decide that you want to purchase more in the future, then simply go back to the
previous step and earn yourself more V-Bucks. If you decided to go with PayPal instead, then you will need to first use that cash to purchase your V-Bucks, and then, again, simply use them in-store to unlock free skins. Bonus Tip: Look out for Promotions Okay, so above, my method for getting free skins for Fortnite involved first getting your hands on
free V-Bucks and then using those to get new outfits at no cost. But, I do have one more tip for you to try. And, it’s a simple one. Basically, you want to look out for special offers and promos from Epic Games which is the studio that produced the game. Now, Epic Games will sometimes offer some free outfits/skins as a sort of bonus to players. This is
usually as part of a promotional period or a particular season like Christmas, for example. There have been many times in the past when Epic Games has offered promos where you could get free Fortnite skins. One example of a promo offered by Epic Games was one a few years back where Amazon Prime subscribers could get a free outfit. Basically,
if you were an Amazon Prime member already, then you would have Twitch Prime. The only issue is that Amazon Prime isn’t free costing $12.99 a month or $119 for an annual subscription. For players who already had an Amazon Prime membership, then a Twitch Prime subscription came along free with it. Through the promo, with Twitch Prime,
gamers could unlock free loot, which included a free outfit. Now, this promo is no longer on offer. Another example of a previous promo was when Epic Games gave away free Fortnite skins with the purchase of Borderlands 3. The best way to view free skin offers is to visit the Epic Games website often to see if there are any promos available. The
news section of the site is particularly good for keeping up with promos. Reddit is also a pretty good place to keep up with promotions because lots of players list them on there, like in this thread. Keep up to date with promos on this subreddit. Avoid Free Fortnite Skin Generators If you have been trying to get free Fortnite skins for a while, you’ve
probably come across websites and ads with titles like “Free Fortnite skins generator” or “Free Fortnite skin codes no human verification“. Although those generators that claim to give out skins seem good, they are not. They are usually scams where the site basically wants to steal important information from you like banking details or download
some virus on your computer. None of the so-called Fortnite skin codes their “generator” creates work. They are just a bunch of useless codes. So don’t ever download free skins from such sites. Your best bet would be to avoid them altogether and try my options above. Closing Thoughts Getting free Fortnite skins isn’t the easiest thing in the world.
Sadly, these generators that just claim to hand them out for free are no good and are in fact scams. So do avoid those. If you are willing to put in a little effort either by playing the game, using those reward sites I mentioned above to earn free V-Bucks or by keeping an eye out for promos from Epic Games you can actually get your hands on lots of free
skins. Do you have any tips on how to get free skins in Fortnite? If so, let us know in the comments section below.
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